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FRAMEWORKS
FrameWorks makes communications research freely available to the mission-driven sector, providing vital strategic resources that advance the work of organizations and coalitions worldwide.

This chart links to 23 new framing studies and resources released in 2021.
Moving Mindsets

MOVING MINDSETS
Mindset Shifts: What Are They? Why Do They Matter? How Do They Happen?

MEASURING MINDSETS
Measuring Mindset Shifts and Evaluating Mindset Shift Efforts

MINDSETS IN BRIEF
Moving mindsets: How to shape a strategy

WHY TO ‘GO PUBLIC’
Moving Mindsets: The Public Imperative for Policy Change

LONG & SHORT GAME
Moving Mindsets: A Playbook for Building Momentum

Culture & Narrative

IS CULTURE CHANGING?
Is Culture Changing in This Time of Social Upheaval?

THINKING ABOUT CARE WORK
Public Thinking About Care Work in a Time of Social Upheaval

FEATURES OF NARRATIVE
The Features of Narratives: A Model of Narrative Form for Social Change Efforts

NARRATIVES AFIELD
How do other fields think about narrative?
**Children & Youth**

**REFRAMING CHILDHOOD ADVERSITY**
Reframing Childhood Adversity: Promoting Upstream Approaches

**MINDSETS ON CHILDREN’S ISSUES**
Why aren’t kids a policy priority? The cultural mindsets and attitudes that keep kids off the public agenda

**FIELD FRAMING OF CHILDREN’S ISSUES**
How Are Advocates Talking about Children’s Issues? An Analysis of Field Communications

**REFRAMING OLDER FOSTER YOUTH**
Advancing Wellbeing and Expanding Opportunities: Reframing Transition Age Foster Youth

**TOOLKIT: OLDER FOSTER YOUTH**
Reframing Transition Age Foster Youth: A Communications Toolkit

**TOOLKIT: CHILD MENTAL HEALTH**
Reframing Children’s Mental Health, A communications toolkit

**Framing Poverty**

**REFRAMING URBAN POVERTY**
Communicating about Intergenerational Urban Poverty and Race in America

**NARRATIVES ON POVERTY**
Talking About Poverty: Narratives, Counter-Narratives, and Telling Effective Stories
Science & Technology

MINDSETS ON VACCINES
What the American Public Thinks About Vaccines and How Framing Can Help

LITERATURE REVIEW: VACCINE COMMUNICATION
Communicating About Vaccination in the United States

REFRAMING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Communicating About the Social Implications of AI

Research in UK

REFRAMING HOUSING
Moving from Concern to Concrete Change

REFRAMING CHILDHOOD OBESITY
Changing the Childhood Obesity Conversation to Improve Children’s Health

REFRAMING EDUCATIONAL EXCLUSION
Communicating About Young People at Risk of Educational Exclusion in England